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EXPERIENCES OF A REGISTERED NURSE IN 
THE SOUTHERN PINELANDS 

BY MARY A. OWENS, R.N. 
Savannah, Georgia 

On arrival, after a hurry call to the country, I found a typhoid pa- 
tient, about whom the neighbors, as well as the family, were anxious. 
The telephone was constantly ringing, and such answers as the follow- 
ing were clearly audible to me in the patient's room: "Yes, doin' well; 
we've got a trained nurse from the city, and she's a plum good' un." 
"Yes, my wife's improvin' ever since the nurse come." "She's the 
first real nurse that's ever been in this county." But the climax was 
reached when these words resounded through the house; "Yes, a reel 
trained nurse, just come in and look at her, she's all in white." Then 
I heard, "lion and a kangaroo," and discovered that I with the circus, 
also lately arrived on a first visit, was dividing the attention of this 
metropolis. The next day being Sunday and the circus having de- 
parted, at least thirty people called, ostensibly to offer their services, 
really to "look at her." The patient recovered and the family decided 
that in the future they must have a "reel nurse" when anyone was 
"took dangerous." 

The next call was to a case of spinal meningitis, a bright little boy 
of ten. His father was the prosperous owner of many acres of pineland 
and a lumber mill. I presume he could write and cipher. The mother 
could write a fairly good letter but had no idea of housekeeping. Her 
expression of prosperity was the unlimited use of lard; so everything 
was fried, from blackberries to so-called beefsteak, both of which were 
set over the fire in a cold pan of cold lard! However, I was allowed to 
get and prepare for the patient whatever I wished. After some weeks, 
when he was very hungry he asked for nourishiment before it was due. 
When refused, he said, looking at the grandfather clock, "0, Miss 
Blank, you go by the minute hand but my stomach goes by the second- 
hand." I relaxed my rule and served buttermilk. One day I asked 
for Port wine for him. His father demurred a little but said, "Yes, if 
you think so; and as the whole French nation live on cake and wine, 
it may be good." The child had been ill for months before I went there 
and, as it was evident he would never be strong, I sent him, when I 
went home, a little typewriter which he learned to use perfectly, and 
on which he wrote me long letters. I was invited several times to 
visit the family. Once, as I passed the house, the grateful mother 
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came out and said, "Won't you light and take some juice?" Her hus- 
band was grinding sugar cane and the juice is considered delicious; 
most of it being often consumed by inconsiderate visitors to the great 
loss of the children who sadly miss the syrup which should have been 
made from it, but these people "use hospitality" without stint. After 
the draught which courtesy and not pleasure, in my case, demanded, 
she added in the most cordial manner, "Bring yer knittin' and spend a 
week." 

The little boy lived six years, and then one day his sad-faced father 
came and asked me to go and comfort his mother. 

The leading article in the March issue of the New York Health 
Department's magazine was by Dr. Francis Carter Wood, director of 
Cancer Research at Columbia University. Additional papers are con- 
tributed by other notable figures in the scientific world, including Fred- 
erick L. Hoffman, LL.D., statistician of the Prudential Insurance Com- 
pany and chairman of the Statistical Advisory Board of the American 
Society for the Control of Cancer, and Dr. Harvey R. Gaylord, director 
of the New York State Institute for the Study of Malignant Disease. 

Writing on "What People Should Know About Cancer," Dr. Wood 
endeavors to dispel some of the mistaken popular notions which have 
grown up regarding this disease. He disposes of the stories regarding 
"cancer villages," "'cancer houses," or "cancer belts," briefly showing 
that the occurrence of a number of cases in a house usually is due to 
the fact that the occupants are old people; that "cancer villages" usu- 
ally are small towns from which most of the young people have emi- 
grated, and that in like manner "cancer belts" are found to be sections 
of the country where the population is distinctly aged. 

The idea that cancer is hereditary is likewise made light of by Dr. 
Wood and he declares that there is no reason whatever to worry be- 
cause one member of a family has suffered from the disease. "It does 
not at all follow that any other member of a family will have it," says 
Dr. Wood, and quotes from the laws governing statistics to show that 
if there are two or more cases in a family it is due purely to chance. 
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